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HIGH DENSITY HOUSI.NG ON STEEP
S L O P E S
INTRODUCTION
Among the world metropolitan areas, several enclose vast
tracts of land, often in very central positions, which
because of-ezcessive inclination could never have been
used for any'urban need, not even for recreation. The ci-
ties have spread around these obstacles, usually in an
inconsistent and badly organized suburban pattern. As soon
as their newly acquired mobility had enabled the well-to-
do people to move further away, many hilly lots around the
centers began to decline. There is not enough money left
to support the development and modernisation of the exist-
ing facilities, and obsolescence in turn repels those who
have the money and would be interested in proximity to the
center. This vicious circle is perceptible in every large
city in the plains as well, and the known solutions are
either the change of use or redevelopment, i.e., tearing
down or rebuilding the obsolete, and constructing new hou-
sing and communal facilities. This represents an activity
which no private capital would normally undertake. It is
therefore financed by government-or public authorities, and
accompanied by all restrictions in standards and design
which mark the social housing in all but a few Scandinavian
countries.
2.
The existence of unusable land, which up to now in several
ways has hampered the development of cities in hilly regions,
may offer another solution: to open up the slopes for the kind
of high density housing that would attract both private capi-
tal and the occupants with a good average income. This problem
is studied in the case of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.
THE CASE OF PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh has all the general characteristics mentioned above.
Founded in the valley at the junction of Monongahela and Alle-
gheny Rivers, the city has had to expand into extremely hilly
surroundings, and claims today that 85% of the land within the
city boundaries is unusable for building purposes.
The project suggests a means to improve conditions and trigger
the further redevelopment of the southern part of Pittsburgh
by building up the southern eastern arid-western slopes of Mt.
Washington and Mt. Oliver, which because of the inclinations
between 35 and 50 could not be used before. The whole area
lies within 3.0 miles (4.8 km) radius from the central business
district called the Golden Triangle. There are several housing
developments in the valleys and on the hill plateaus,with good
roads and several rail connections to the center. The project
provides for a total of over 100.000 new inhabitants in an area
of about 10 km2 (1000 ha) thus raising the overall density by
about 100 inh./ha.
3.
The added number and buying potential of new population will
doubtless stimulate the construction of new, and rehabilita-
tion of older, shopping centers, schools, playgrounds and
other urban facilities, on the ground appropriate for that
kind of use. Although this will raise the values of existing:
properties, there will be less pressure on them because the
bulk of new housing will be constructed on previously unusable
land. As a result there is a good chance that a great deal of
flat land can and will in the future be converted into uses
which enhance the way of living and improve the quality of a
community.
BASIC PROBLEMS
There are several specific problems of building on a hillside,
resulting from the limited accessibility and reduced stability
of inclined terrain, which play a part in the economy, con-
struction, and operation of buildings.
The recent developments of terrace houses on slopes, which are
0
the only types used heretofore on inclinations above 30, are :
1. Expensive because of the preparation of site and complicated
handling of building materials,
2. In danger of landslide because of vertical foundations,
3. Limited in the density (cca 1000 - 1.200 inh./hajat a total
coverage of a 45 slope).
4.
In comparison, this project proposes a safe use of slopes
of any inclination, for all kinds of (economy class and more
expensive) appartments,, achieving thereby a density of over
2000 inh./ha, with most of the existing vegetation preserved.
The proposed housing utilizes:
a) the rigidity of a large structure which inherently tran-
sfers vertical loads to the foundations at the bottom of
the hill, thus loading the slope only with forces perpen-
dicular to its surface,
b) the construction sequence where each part of the finished
construction forms the working platform for the preparation
of the next section of the slope
c) the recent developments in prefabrication of building parts
and in the lifting capacities of helicopters.
THE REASONS FOR THE SPECIFIC FORM
The development of the basic structural idea is explained on
the introductory sheet. The project changes the simple form of
a straight slab on a slope into a curved one, as a result of
the need for :
1. Increased stability of the structure (especially at the
bottom of the slope where it is the highest),
2. Proper sunlighting of all apartments at higher density of
the housing development. According to the sunlight regula-
tions of the British Standard Code of'Practice every window
in the principal living rooms and several bedrooms and kit-
chens receive sunlight for at least one hour daily from Feb-
5.1
ruary to November most of them during the whole year.
3. Enough crossventilation of apartments. Most of them
utilize the air currents which rise during the day and
descend at night along the slope.
4. Correct proportion between the apartments of different
sizes or proper locations for them. There is a large
amount of flats with the easy access to the ground and
visible proximity to the slope: these are the only ones
which correspond to the needs of the families with chil-
dren.
5. Flexibility of flats and their arrangments. This calls for
the provision of internal staircases in rather small inter-
vals. Only the circular form provides enough space for them
without excessive sacrifices in the sunlighted fagade. (The
indicated distances between the housing units and columns
are also required by fire protection codes).
6. The social linkage of single elements into larger groups:
the corridor levels and especially the "streets" run conti-
nuously through the elevator towers and enable communications
among the people from the same corridor levelland among those
of a group without excessive vertical movements to the ground
floor and back.
7. The sense of urbanity. The vertical communication towers,
which with this solution can stand separately, not only serve
as visual and functional linkages between the members of a
group, but also form the basic life-generating nodes at the
6.
ground floor level. Since their outer skin is semitranspa#
rent, their function is clearly visible. Accompanying them
the protruding and adjacent higher parts of the structure
give a definite feeling of an intense -urban space which is
greatly released by the receeding circular lower parts on
the slope. While the total effect still enables one to get
the feeling of the slope and of proximity to nature, there
is nevertheless a strong impact of a cultivated environment,
particularly if the space in the housing circle is intensi-
vely landscaped and well kept.
To reach all these goals a certain degree of the structural
idea had to be sacrificed., The eompression member, which in the
case of a straight slab could be poured sequentially as the rest
of the structure grows, has to be prepared separately before
any substantial loads are imposed on it, since it cannot trans-
mit any forces to the foundations at the bottom of the slope
until it is completed in the form of a horseshoe. In most cases
it means a rather insignificant technical inconvenience which is
more than compensated by the gains shown above.
URBAN RELATIONSHIPS
The resulting urbanistic solution is based on former observa-
tions and on some rather generally accepted premises. Since only
sun exposed slopes can be effectively used for housing, there is
always an unobstructed view on untouched northern slopes of the
valleys from all apartments. To avoid the traffic hazards and
7.
noise and to utilize the narrow bottomw of the valleys, these
are covered by one or more parking and access levels above which
there is a safe and peacefull pedestrian platform, where all
more extensive communal life can take place. It gives the
access to all housing, to the different working places that
can be built on top of it, and to other institutions such as
shopping centers, schools, playgrounds, swimming pools, etc..
The platform covers only parts of the traffic surfaces and the
bottom of the valley. Spaces can be left in their natural form
according to need, particular features and morphology. There is
a similar flexibility in the housing structures Although 'their
basical shapes are identical, they can vary widely in the dia-
meter, height of different parts, position of the vertical com-
munications and the extent of gap in the building circle. The
mutual result is hence much more adaptable to different natural
conditions than it seems at first.
In the plans presented only a most general situation is shown.
The housing structures are leaning against steep slopes and
most of the communal functions asking for more space are put
on the ground floor platform or on the bottom of the valley.
Nevertheless, the housing units are not put together into an
unarticulated massing of flats. A sensi of social belonging is
created by access levels, which in each fifth floor enable the
inhabitants to reach (mostly private) staircases to their apar-
tments. These levels are open terraces-used on one side for
8.
for small apartments for older people (sothey do not need to
climb the staircases) who, being at home most of the time,
simultaneously monitor the public areas. This gives a sense
of security and makes possible use of the terraces in many
different ways: as places for small storage boxes (for e.g.
bycicles, baby carriages, skis, etc. which do not have place
in the flats), as chatting corners provided with some benches,
as playgrounds for the smallest children, using small plastic
sandpits, etc. There is space for mail boxes at the entrances
to the elevator towers, drinking fountains, vending machines,
public telephones, etc..
More of these different facilities are concentrated in the
"street" level which does not contain any flats. A communal
laundry, dry cleaning, small reading rooms or small libraries,
some of the club rooms and public toilets can be found there,
together with more benches and sandpits, and, where possible,
the access to the slope, thus connecting the street with the
ground.
If the slopes allow, a much larger amount of communal life can
be plugged into the housing structures; e.g. nurseries, lower
grades of the elementary school. Additional natural playgrounds
and sandpits can be arranged on some less steep parts of the
hillside. If this is levelled or already inhabited, as is
often the case in Pittsburgh, the new housing can give a new
and better access to the old housing colonies. They in turn can
9.
allow for further extension of schools and playgrounds, the
new housing development thus becoming a link between the hill
top and the valley, which today are completely separated.
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The main goal with the design of the housing structures was to
reduce the impact of obsolescence, which ruins so many of the
present developments. Since the obsolescence is influenced by
three sets of factors: a) abuse of materials, b) cons+?nt
technical innovations and c) changing spatial standards, it is
very unlikely that any solution could guarantee a complete pro-
tection against it.
The proposed solution tries to resolve these conflicts by the
consequent division of elements of housing in the structural
parts with the long term usage cycle and the housing units
themselves with the relatively short term cycles. For the first
there are only concrete or rustproof (Corten) steel - the proper
materials. There is no evidence that in principle these materials
will be changed much in next decades. The long cycled carrying
structure is for the case of Pittsburgh conceived as a simple
steel grid of vertical frames 5 floors high, with horizontal
wind bracing every 5th floor at their junctions, connected with
horizontal beams serving as support for the plugged-in housing
units.
lo.
For the housing units there is a greater choice of materials,
(the main objective being reasonable fireproofing,) much faster
development of new building and equipment techniques and much
less stable requirements on their properties and spatial stan-
dards from the side of user. Some dimensions and the weight of
the proposed units are the result of the present motor vehicle
code and lifting capacities of helicopters. (While the lifting
capacity of a Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane is 8.773 kg, the weight of
a completely furnished unit will not exceed 7.ooo kg). The pro-
posed organisation of the plan corresponds to the demands of a
middle-class American family but can as well be rearranged as
to meet very special needs.
HOUSING UNIT
The construction of the unit as shown is an outer skin of glass-
fiber-reinforced polyester plastic, wrapped on a light metal
frame. The interior siding is thin formica-like plastic (unin-
flamable and much cheaper than formica), the space between
inner and outer shells being filled with a sor of a very light
concrete (154 kg/m3) reinforced with thin wire mesh. All instal-
lations are poured into the bottom of the unit (they are easily
accessible since the concrete is very soft) and symmetrically
arranged around the axis of the unit so that the latter can be
used in both orientations. Every main pipe and sewer is doubled
so as to make possible connection on the left and the right side
of the vertical ducts. The completely prefabricated bathrooms
(see Habitat) together with kitchen elements and closets,are the
11.
only partitioning, completed with a door unit, which fits
into the joints of all these elements. Since every unit rests
on rubber pads, and there are only soft materials used for
horizontal connections between two adjoining units, there is
no major acoustical problem. With the prospect of electric
resistance heating, there is provision for a temporary instal-
lation of nearly any type of central heating or individual
heating units in use today. All ventilating ducts are connected
to risers which end above the roof terraces. The windows have
special metal outer blinds to prevent excessive heating loads
on the glass surfaces. All colors and interior fittings can
in the case of a mass production be selected by purchaser just
as it is possible with an automobile purchase today.
FLEXIBILITY
Small size of the unit, sufficient variety (although essentially
the derivation from only one type) of elements and the possibi-
lity of accesses between each pair of units give a wide variety
of possible arrangements of apartments. The main feature however
is the possibility of transporting an even occupied unit by
helicopter into some other position without disturbing the rest
of the housing structure. This means not only the unoccupied
units can be put together in a way which would please the user
but also the much better average utilisation of the total dwel-
ling space in the structure. This could be constantly checked
and the unrealised preferences of residents remembered by a com-
puter, so that at any time the proper use of vacancies and read-
12.
justment of tenants that wish to move could be arranged. By the
same technique, a renovation program on an individual basis
can take place. There should be basic norms regarding the size,
form, fenestration and colouring of the units but interior de-
sign and equipment can change substantially. Thus one could buy
a new, improved type of a unit, in exchange for the old one, in
much shorter cycles than today is the case with the houses.
There is not much spatial leeway in this direction. The only
real improvement would be doubling the present size from 3.6 m
(12 ft) to 7.2o m (24 ft) when the lifting capacities will allow
it. But even then, it is quite likely that many smaller units
will still persist, thanks to their greater flexibility. They
already today would allow to greatly reduce or increase the
population density in a structure. Since not only every housing
unit but those with the corridor platforms are interchangeable
as well, it is possible to shift whole portions of the structure
into higher category of space and communication standards by mo-
ving the access corridor from each fifth floor to e.g. each third
one, and (or) to "thin out" the density by simply substituting
the housing units with terraces or double height open spaces.
Since this process is possible in both directions, it will always
be possible to satisfy specific needs.
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OBJETTVES
Besides general goals set for the structre system
as multipurpose use and unlimited flexibility on a
chosen module, this structure aims at:
a) reasonable building economy
b) increased vertical flexibility - i.e. possibili-
ty to cut as large openings in floors as possible
during the use of the building
c) good. acoustical isolation of snacos, and
d) justified full utilisation of' neiling plenum.
As starting point procast concrete was selected for
basic building material as the only initially fire-
,roof material that bridges large srans and thit
can-be produced and assembled regardless of outside
temperature. Though much more voluminous and heavier
than steel it has in comnarison to tho latter certain
advantages allowing for a structurpi ernression which
can not be attained by steel because r' necessary
additional fireproof ing.
There are several technical and economical conflicts
among remuirements:
multinurpose use - building economy
5 ft module flexibility - vertical flexibility (large
onening"s in floors)
good acoustical isolation - full utilisation of
ceiling plenum
expression of structure - concealed distribution of
ripes and ducts.
The analysis of the work done in previous years on
the same problem and of projects going on in this
term shows that simultaneous satisfaction of all
these demands has not been achieved as yet and is
probably impossible.
1) The claim for building economy excludes proposals
that demand a lot of work on the construction site
and a superfluous quantity of material. The majority
of two-way systems falls in this category.
2) The requirement for rood and economically feasible
acoustical isolation,with the need for concealed
piping,leads to a horizontal closing of structure
which puts in question all efforts for an elaborate
and exnensive - though nevertheless very charmi.np -
construction of floors. Closiivr- of vertical (or
oblicrue) holes in beams and f.-ders for acoustical
reasons is much more exnensive and still does not
solve the problem of concealing dnets and pipes. For
both - building economy and acourtiAel isolation -
as well as for the sake of structora.l expression,the
one-way systems give muich better, cheanrr and simnler
solutions (e.g. with ducts between a nuble T beam).
There too are some nrohlems as penetr-ting of beams
for plumbing in transverse direction, wiring for
lighting and visual uniformity of - onnocially smaller
- spaces where the recesses between dOuble benms
produce a visual effect of iregularity rnther than
regularity as in larger snaces where more cniline
units can be perceived with one glanc-.
3) The requirement for extensive vertical flexibility
of the structure - for opening of different sizes in
floors - and especially the claim for fle'xibility of
this kind during the use excludes evon the so far
only successful double T beam one-way system. The pre-
sent technology of concrete does not allow removal of
parts of this construction after they have been set in
place. The only way that would make it possible should
resemble more the steel construction.
SOLUTION
Starting from the objectives the proposed system tries
to satisfy - at least technically - the majority of the
demands. To achieve maximal vertical flexibility a two-
way system of simple shaped precast concrete girders
is used as primary load caruing grid 32 x 32 ft o.c.
supported by precast columns one floor high with 16 ft
cantilevers. The columns raise in a sruare 64
o.c. grid. Th,- fields between nrimary rgirders
are halved so that uniform alternatevily orien-
ted 16 ft snan remains. This is bridged by Sanvel
Spancrete prestressed floor slabs. The prirr mom-
ber are nartially p"ostressed and nartially nost-
tensioned so that a sufficient continuity of the
whole structure is achieved. The columns and can-
tilevers are normally -einforced. Since each column
is formed by four parts they are nut tosether on
the ground somewhere on the building lot, protruding
reinforcement is welded together -nd the middle part
poured in, so that a complete balanced four cantilrer
column is lifted and set in rnlace.
The secondary girders are as well normally rein-
forced and have metal joints with the nimary members
or cantilevers respectively. These loirts make pos-
sible the removal of secondary members during use
without difficulties which would occur if any cast
in place joints were used. All girders have necessary
onenings for ducts and pipes.
As the system of nrimary and second-.ry girders reaches
to the bottom of the ceiling plenum only in a grid of
16 x 32 ft o.c. a secondary 5'4" x 5'4" o.c. system
of metal ceiling coffers with metal ntrips for atta-
chement of partitions between them was developed. The
3 ft high coffers are parabolic shaped with the l'x 1'
lighting panel in the focus so that all light is re-
flected straight down and does not disturb the eye
until an angle of 45*. They can be produced of stain-
less steel 1/8" thick which gives an exquisite acou-
stical isulation between each adjoining modules. The
upper part of coffers is perforated and backed with
1" glass wool blanket and additional steel sheet for
sound absorbing reasons. The coffers are attached to
the floor slabs, the metal strips between them to the
girders. Both coffers and strins are soundproof gaske-
ted and tightly clipped together forming a soundproof
ceiling plenum. The metal stripps can be left out
where necessary: it allows e.g. in laboratories to
connect lab benches with the nipes and duets running
in the ceiling nlenum and to access and control]. the
latteri in drafting rooms additional light sources
can be installed in the slits thus raisinr the
illumination level from loo 'tedl to 2oo ftedl or
more. All this can be nchieved without changing th
basic visual impact ofP the ceiling.
The pyramid.l coffers touch th-e f'onr slab only at
apnroximately 1 -x 1 ft surface thue leavinr roughly
half of the ceiling plenum for ducts and nines and
allowing drains to nierce through the ceiling slab
at nearly every point in the snace. Sinrce there is
enough space any kind of' air conditioning can be used.
Tor the sake of space economy of risers which run at
every column and are shielded by metal nanels, the
high velocity single duct constant volume dystem was
used. The necessary temnerature control with electri-
cally heated reheat units is either in terminal box
attenuators or at the outlett. These are placed alter-
nately along metal strips between coffers. The ex1aust
ducts are connected to the tons of the coffers thus
exhausting air at the highest noints of the space,
removing the heat load of lighting units and simul-
taneously prolonging the life of lightin7 fixtures.
In total this system represents a sort of hung ceiling
where the load bearing structure is only partially
visible. However the coffers very uniformly show the
depth of the ceiling, their denth being really justi-
fied by the parabolical form needed for good seeing-
conditions in space. The sharing of the ceiling $lenum
between the functions of lighting and partitioning
which are visible from below and the fonctions of air
conditioning and other services which are invisible
but accessible, combined with the possibility to dis-
mantle any member of ceiling units without disturbing
the user, seems to justify this particular combination
of concrete and metal elements. The exoression of
structure is limited to bottom parts of girders and
outer trims of columns. More structure can be seen
only where the floor is pierced or where columns are
serving only for supporting with air being distri-
buted from above (see sections).
ERECTION' SEQUENCE
1) foundations p6ured
2) preassembled four-cartilever columns set' in place
3) main girders attached to the canrtilovers
4) posttensioning of the main girders
5) secondary girders inserted
6) prestressed precast floor slabs put on girders
7) all installations attached and distributed
8) ceiling coffers with complete lighting units mounted
9) lighting units and exhaust ducts connected
lo) metal strips clipped to girders and coffers
11) flo6r'topping'aid cover sheet applied
12) partitions installed.
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